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Radical Independence Dundee - Submission to the Smith Commission!!
Introduction!!
While we still believe full independence to be the best solution for Scotland, we do accept 
the result of the referendum and are prepared to work within the parameters of the Smith 
commission to achieve greater democracy for the people of Scotland.  We are therefore 
pleased to submit the following proposals for the further devolution of  powers to 
strengthen the Scottish Parliament within the UK.!!
Our assessment of the current situation!!
Despite the creation of the three devolved parliaments/assemblies for Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland, the UK remains a very centralised state. As has been noted many times, 
power devolved is power retained. The current situation is also, in part because of this 
centralisation of power, and in part due to the rather haphazard and ad hoc way in which 
devolution had developed, a very unstable settlement. This is the case both in relation to 
devolved and non devolved powers. !!
The current situation in relation to devolved powers!!
1. Constitutional issues!
As all three devolved parliaments/assemblies are the result of Acts of the UK Parliament, 
they can all be amended or even abolished by another Act of the UK Parliament. While this 
extreme, abolition, may be regarded as unlikely, its possibility is a clear demonstration of 
the fact that final power remains with Westminster. It is also the case that only the UK 
Parliament can legislate changes to the current settlements.  Whatever consensus there 
may be in Scotland or Wales or Northern Ireland for additional powers, the final say still 
depends on the approval of Westminster.!!
This combination of power retained and uncertainty has been compounded by the lack of a 
corresponding devolution settlement for England. Thus Westminster remains a most 
confusing miss mash of powers and responsibilities.  The UK Parliament and government 
exercises power over at least four discrete geographical areas:  1. for the whole of the UK 
e.g. defence and foreign affairs, 2, sometimes for England, Wales and Northern Ireland, 3, 
sometimes for England and Wales,  and 4. sometimes just for England. In addition the UK 
Parliament effectively acts as the government of Scotland when it has sole power to set 
the level of the block grant for the Scottish Parliament. The UK Parliaments acts in a 
similar way as the government of Wales and the government of Northern Ireland when it 
sets their block grants.!!
This lack of clarity about the precise role and powers of Westminster can also be seen in 
the difficulties that all UK parties have had in relation to English Votes for English Laws 
(EVEL). That EVEL has become an issue is itself a direct consequence of the failure to 
create a devolved English Parliament.!!!!!!!



2. Finance!
The concentration of powers at Westminster also applies to how the three devolved 
parliaments/assemblies are financed. The Scottish Parliament, like the other two devolved 
administrations, has operational and policy making powers over the various devolved 
areas - education, the NHS etc. However the Scottish Parliament has only limited powers 
over its revenues. That this is due to change in 2016, with the implementation of the latest 
changes decided at Westminster is clear evidence that the current situation regarding 
finances is unsatisfactory. Further evidence of this is that all three UK parties made the 
devolution of further revenue raising powers to the Scottish Parliament a key part of their 
campaign during the recent referendum.!!
The prime reason for this dissatisfaction with the current situation is that reliance on 
another body for finance means that the Scottish Parliament is not fully in control of all 
aspects of the devolved matters. Even with the planned changes for 2016 and the 
published proposals from the UK parties for further tax raising powers Westminster will 
remain in control of most of the Scottish Parliament’s budget.!!
This is a matter of concern both in terms of democracy and good governance. That a 
Westminster government with little or no mandate over devolved matters has the power to 
alter the block grant is profoundly undemocratic. The practice of good governance is 
enhanced when the body that has legislative powers for policy and spending also has the 
responsibility and powers to raise the monies to be spent. The lack of this key power over 
revenues is a disincentive to good governance and a continuing source of friction between 
the devolved parliaments/assemblies and Westminster.!!
The current situation in relation to non devolved powers!!
The history of devolution in the UK is one of a succession of ad hoc decisions by the UK 
parliament. Beginning with the demand for Home Rule for Ireland. A demand which 
Westminster failed to respond to adequately. In each successive case Westminster has re-
acted to pressure from one or other of the three peripheral nations - Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland. As the history of each of these nations within the UK has been different, 
the Westminster response has also been different. In the case of Scotland this meant that 
devolution was essentially limited to giving the Scottish Parliament control over the matters 
that already had administrative devolution.  At no stage in this process has there been any 
serious attempt by Westminster to to develop a coherent constitutional settlement for the 
whole of the UK. Such an exercise would inevitably include considering the powers that 
remain the exclusive preserve of Westminster. This is further confirmation that the UK 
remains a very centralised state when it comes to the exercise of power. To secure a 
stable and lasting devolution settlement for all of the UK will require all parties to re-
examine the range of reserved powers, to determine which can be devolved.!!
This over centralisation of power at Westminster has had serious economic consequences 
for all parts of the UK. All UK governments have found it very hard, if not impossible, to 
govern in the interests of all parts of the UK. The latest recession - the deepest and 
longest lasting in modern times - is but the most recent example of this. The south east of 
England, including London seems to be the area that has most benefitted from 
Westminster policies. London and its environs seems to inevitably dominate the policies of 
all UK governments. With little in the way of economic and social levers available to other 
parts of the country this has resulted in a very uneven and unequal economy.!!!



Conclusion!!
The UK still suffers from an over centralisation of power. The establishment of parliaments 
and assemblies in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland has alleviated this over 
centralisation, though only in part.  Westminster remains the supreme and in many cases 
the only source of power. The failure to find a devolution settlement for England leaves the 
current situation in a state of seemingly permanent flux. The failure to give the devolved 
parliaments/assemblies sufficient tax raising powers to cover their spending means there 
remains a lack of democratic accountability at the heart of the current devolution situation.!!
The principles underpinning the proposals!!
In general the proposals seek to rectify the weaknesses and failures inherent in the current 
constitutional settlement as detailed in the section above. This has two major elements:!
1. to move towards a coherent and comprehensive constitutional settlement that covers 

all parts of the UK, including England;!
2. to rebalance the distribution of power across the UK by transferring power, especially in 

relation to policy and finance, from Westminster to the devolved parliaments/
assemblies, including England.!!

The Proposals 

The overall aim of the proposals is to re-constitute the UK as a federal state. In the first 
instance most of the proposals relate to enhancing the powers and remit of the Scottish 
Parliament. This is for two reasons: 1. the Scottish Parliament is already in some areas - 
e.g. education, close to a federal situation, at least in policy making terms. 2. the 
Commission’s remit is about enhancing the powers of the Scottish Parliament within the 
UK. The proposals have been consciously designed so that in due course they can be 
applied to the other nations of the UK, as and when the UK moves towards a federal 
state.


1. Finance 

The Scottish Parliament should have control over the full range of tax and revenue raising 
powers, including the revenues from offshore petroleum production activities. This is very 
much the norm in federal states such as Canada. In present circumstances, under this 
scenario Scotland would send an agreed sum to Westminster to cover Scotland’s share 
of UK matters - e.g. defence, foreign affairs. If the UK were to move to a federal structure, 
with similar powers for England, Wales and Northern Ireland, then the UK government 
could raise its own revenues directly. This is the practice in Canada. Some taxes are 
levied by both the Federal and the Provincial governments. For the individual or company 
concerned there is however only one tax bill. The revenues raised are shared according to 
the rate levied by each level of government.


The advantages of this proposal are that it will secure full democratic accountability for 
the Scottish Parliament. No longer will politicians be able to blame Westminster or anyone 
else. Revenue raising powers would go hand in hand with its policy and spending powers. 
Secondly the ability to align taxation to the needs and circumstance of the Scottish 
economy is likely to lead to more efficient and effective tax policy and in turn to improved 
economic performance across the Scottish economy. This would also of course benefit 
the rest of the UK.




A potential disadvantage of this measure might be its effect on the UK’s overall 
finances, including its debt and deficit. However the position of the UK government and 
all the UK parties is that Scotland is dependent on subsidies from the UK for its finances. 
If this is the case the proposals do not affect this at all. The sum sent from Scotland to 
Westminster would not cover all the costs of UK services and the rest of the UK would 
have to continue to subsidise Scotland. If, on the other hand Scotland does in fact raise 
more than its share of revenues on a per capita basis, then the sum sent to Westminster 
would continue to reflect this. It is perhaps worth noting that this particular proposal 
would have the distinct advantage of resolving this question once and for all. As regards 
other possible consequences the Scottish Parliament is soon to acquire its own 
borrowing powers, which indicate that Westminster does not see any disadvantages in 
this new power. The experience of Canada and other federal states shows that if 
anything, a clear division of powers between the centre and the constituent nations is 
likely to strengthen the UK’s political, social and economic union.


There do not appear to be any significant barriers or costs to this proposal. The Scottish 
Parliament is already in the process of setting up its own Revenue Agency - Revenue 
Scotland, under the latest changes emanating from Westminster. One can only assume 
that both the UK and the Scottish governments have agreed that this move is both 
beneficial and cost effective. Once set up, the additional costs of transferring 
responsibility for all taxes and revenues to the Scottish Parliament are likely to be easily 
assumed. There are three reasons for this. 1. Extending the remit of the new Revenue 
Scotland will be less and more cost effective than the start up costs; 2. There will be 
corresponding savings at the UK level as the workload of HMRC is reduced; 3. As is the 
case in Canada, there will be the option of the UK Revenue continuing to administer and 
collect some taxes on behalf of both the UK and the Scottish government.


2. Transferring Reserved powers!!
As noted above the basis for the current distribution of reserved and devolved powers was 
simply to devolve to the Scottish Parliament the policy and operating powers of the then 
Scottish Office. If there is to be a stable devolution settlement that strengthens the UK, it 
needs to cover the whole of the UK, including England. This will inevitably involve a fresh 
look at the existing reserved powers. This is particularly necessary if the UK is to move 
away from its current situation as one of the world’s most centralised states in terms of 
power and decision making. !!
As a general principle reserved powers should be transferred to the Scottish Parliament 
unless the power in question is essential for the existence and survival of the UK. This 
approach is compatible with the transformation of the UK into a federal state, and the 
following powers would remain under the control of the UK Parliament.!!
• ! Defence and Nati� onal Security!     5
• ! Monetary Policy, including the currency!     
•       Managing the National Debt!
• ! Regulation of Financial institutions!     
• ! Foreign Affairs!     
• ! Immigration!     !!
All other reserved powers would be transferred to the devolved parliaments/assemblies.!



!
The advantages of this re-allocation of powers are twofold. In the first place they will 
consolidate the rebalancing of power across the UK and away from Westminster. Secondly 
the transferred powers, particularly over welfare and social security will enable the Scottish 
Parliament to tailor policies in these areas more directly to the particular circumstances in 
Scotland. In this respect it is worth noting that much of welfare is intimately tied in with 
income tax. As all the UK parties are in favour of devolving either all or most of income tax 
to Scotland it is imperative in the interests of good governance that responsibility for 
welfare is also devolved.!!
These proposals for further devolution are likely to lead to different levels of benefits in the 
constituent parts of the UK, something that some people may regard as a possible 
disadvantage. However it is important to note that there are already some regional 
divergences within the current set-up, most noticeably in relation to various London 
weightings. It is also the case that within the UK parties there are those who argue that 
there should be significant differences in the level of benefits across the UK. These 
proposals would only give formal recognition and democratic accountability to what is 
already a trend.!!
There do not appear to be any significant barriers or costs to these transfers of powers. 
Much if not most of welfare and pensions is already administratively delivered in Scotland. 
The main transfer would be of policy making responsibility.!!
International representation and Immigration!!
Both of these areas would remain as reserved powers as in all federal systems.  However 
there is a case for some sharing of responsibility and policy in relation to both. This is 
particularly the case in relation to devolved powers where there may be an international 
dimension e.g. education, energy, conservation. It should not be too difficult to devise a 
formal system whereby the distinctive policies of Scotland and the other nations are clearly 
and adequately represented in international bodies. With regard to immigration while this 
will remain a UK responsibility it should be possible to allow for some flexibility in 
recognition of the different needs of the constituent parts of the UK.!!
The constitution  !!
As the UK does not famously, have a constitution, or at least does not have a written 
constitution, it is not clear where ultimate responsibility for the constitution should lie. At 
present the UK Parliament has sole power over this matter, including the establishment of 
the Scottish Parliament and any changes to its powers. This is widely regarded as 
unsatisfactory and there seems to have been a clear commitment by the UK parties to 
make the Scottish Parliament permanent. It is difficult to see how this can be done except 
by means of a written constitution for the whole of the UK. In this case the constitution of 
the UK would be a UK Parliament responsibility as would the relations between the 
constituent nations. However each of the four nations within the UK should also have their 
own written constitutions to cover the devolved matters and the distribution of powers 
within each nation and voting systems. This is of particular importance in light of the 
possibility of the UK government deciding to take the UK out of the European Convention 
on Human Rights. Such a serious and momentous decision which would impact on all the 
devolved jurisdictions should not be taken without the explicit consent of all the relevant 
parliaments/assemblies.


